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bound, which is, say, P N P --t h a t is, your problem can be solved by some deterministic polynomialtime Taring machine t h a t is given access to an NP database. Now, when trying to close the gap between the upper and the lower bounds, the first thing you notice is t h a t to solve your problem, you do not need the power of sequential access to the NP database; instead of asking your queries seq~enti,*ll~l (which means that the answers to earlier questions may determine later questions--as in, for example, the popular game Twenty Questions or as in binary search), it suffices to ask all queries in lonrullel (i.e., on a given input z, some P machlne first computes a list of all questions that it wants answered, then it gives its N P database the entire list at once, and finally, given as the reply a list of yes/no answers corresponding to the listed questions, the P machine correctly determines whether or not z is an instance belonging to the given problem).
The type of restricted access to N P t h a t you have discovered t h a t your problem can be solved with has been studied in the literature. In particular, Papadimltriou and Zachos [PZ83] introduced and discussed the complexity class P~P, which by de~**ition contains exactly those problems t h a t can be solved via parallel access to NP. Clearly, N P _C P~P C_ pNP. H e m a s p a a n d r a [Hem87] and K~bler, Sch~ning, and Wagner [KSW87] proved t h a t P~P is also exactly the class of problems t h a t can be solved by O(Iogn) sequential Taring queries to NP. Wagner [Wag90] established about half a dozen other characterizations of p~P.e Furthermore, it is known that if N P contain~ some problem that is hard for P~P, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to NP. The class P~P is also closely related to whether NP has sparse Turing-hard sets [Kad89] , to whether feasible complexity classes can create Kohnogorov-random objects [HW91] , and to many other topics (see, e.g., [LS95, Kre88] ).
Can you completely close the gap between your problem's upper and lower bounds by raising its NP-hardness lower b o u n d to a P~P-hardness lower bound? Wagner [Wag87] provided a very useful toolkit with which one can seek to establish P~P-hardness results. In particular, he showed how to obtain certain "standardized" P~P-complete versions associated with (the decision version of) some given NP-complete problem such as C l i q u e , and he established a s**FScient condition for P~P-hardness. Using this approach, he showed, for instance, t h a t the following problem is P~Phard (and, indeed, P~P-complete): Given a graph G, is the size of O's ma,xim,,rn-sized cliques an odd integer. Unfortunately, such standard versions of P~P-complete problems are arguably not too natural (though in fairness we should mention that Wagner's "equality" and "comparison" problems are potentially more arguably natural). During the past year, Wagner's toolkit has been used to raise to P~P-hardness the lower bounds of a n**mber of clearly natural, longstanrllng problems for which previously only NP-hardness (or coNP-hardness) lower bounds were know,,. In this article, we survey this progress.
In particular, we will focus on three problems, C a r r o l l Winner, Nin~num E q u i v a l e n t E x p r e s s i o n , and the problem of determining for which graphs the Minimllm Degree Greedy Algorithm finds an independent set whose size is within a factor of r (with r fixed) of the size of the ma~rim~lm independent sets of the graph (formal def~nltions will be given later). These if every problem B E C polynomial-time many-one reduces to A, i.e., there is a polynom/al-time computable function f such that, for each z I z E A ¢=~ f(z) E B. If A is hard for C and A E C~ then A is said to be .C-complete. eFor historical sticklers, we mention that this paragraph is slightly ahistorics]. In fact, Papadhnitriou and Zachos used as their definition what we above have described as the equivalent characterization of the class, and the papers mentioned actually linked their original definition to what is here described as the definition. Just to make things more confusing, the class itself nowadays is most often referred to in the technical literature as 8u p, rather than as P~P or pNP[O(los,)], as it has become a 'hmmed I' level of the polynomial hierarchy (see ~¢ag90]). problems come from three rliFFerent areas: political science, logic, and graph theory. We now briefly describe these problem.~ and sketch their historical background.
In 1876, Charles L. Dodgson [Dod76] (who is usually referred to today by his pen Dame, Lewis Carroll) proposed an election system in which the winner is the candidate who with the fewest changes in voters' preferences becomes s Condorcet winner---a candidate who beats all other candidates in pairwise majority-rule elections. C a r r o l l l / i n n e r is the problem of whether a distinguished candidate wins a given election (specified by a list of candidates and a list of voters' preferences over the candidates). Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [BTT89] proved C a r r o l l l / i n n e r to be NP-hard. They posed as an open question the issue of whether C a z r o l l l / i n n e r is NPcomplete. Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe [HHR97] recently raised the lower b o u n d of C a r r o l l l / i n n e r to P F -h a r d n e s s , thus pinpointing to the exact computational complexity of chef.king the winner in Carroll elections (as this lower bound matches the trivial P~P upper bound). This also shows that C a r r o l l I / i n n e r c a -n o t be NP-complete unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses, answering the above question raised by Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [BTT89] . The claim that this is a natural P [~-c o m p l e t e problem is compening here as elections are exactly the type of setting in which comparisons (seeing who did best) are completely natural. It is also nice t h a t the problem predates by a century the class for which it is complete. Section 2 further discusses the complexity of Carroll's election system.
Another problem whose lower bound has been recently raised to P~P is lqSnSmum E q u ± v a l e n t E x p r e s s i o n (HEE, for short), which asks: Given a boolean formula ~b and a positive integer k, is there a boolean expression having at most k occurrences of literals that is equivalent to lb. This is the best-known form of the problem, as this version is presented and discussed in detail in the widely read book of Garey and Johnson [GJT9] . However, the problem has a long history in various related and contrasting versions, and is of immense historical importance in complexity theory. In their seminal paper deflning the polynomial hierarchy, Meyer and Stockmeyer [MS72] state explicitly that this is the issue that led to their creation of the polynomial hierarchy:
"We were first led to extend the class NP by considering the language.., which denotes the set of well-formed Boolean expressions for which there is no shorter equivalent expression." Furthermore, in his journal paper on the polynomial hierarchy, Stockmeyer [Sto77] uses as his motivating problem the language that is the set of pairs (~, k) such that ~b is a DNF formula and there is a DNF formula ~b ~ that is equivalent to ~b and has at most k occurrences of literals.
Returning from our historical digression, we now focus again on HEE in the form in which it is stated by Garey and Johnson. Note that NEE has a trivial NP NP upper bound, yet the best previously know-lower bound for l~.~. was only coNP-hardness. 7 H e m a s p a a n d r a and Weeh~ung [HW97] have within the last year raised this lower bound to P~P-hardness. Due to space limitations, in this survey we will not further discuss this problem, but instead we point the reader to [HW97] .
Section 3 is about the Minimum Degree Greedy Algorithm (MDG, for short), which is a wellknown heuristic algorithm for seeking a large independent set in a graph. W h e n does M D G in fact output a maylrm,m independent set or at least when is MDG's output approzimately the size (i.e., within a certain fixed constant factor) of a ma~imllm independent set of the given graph? One line 7Garey and Joh~uon write "NiP-hardness," but by this they mean merely NP-Tur/ng-hardness. of research tries to identify those graph classes for which MDG has a good approximation ratio (e.g., graphs with bounded degree or bounded average degree [HR94]) or for which MDG actually outputs a mayimum independent set (e.g., trees, split graphs, "well-covered" graphs, complete kpartite graphs, and complements of/c-trees, see [BTY97, TT96] ). On the other hand, Bodlaender, Thi]i]cos, and YamazMd [BTY97] prove that the problem of recognizing (for any fixed rational r ~ 1) whether, for a given graph G, MDG on input G outputs a set of size at least 1/r times the size of a maximum independent set of G is a coNP-hard problem. They also provide a P~P upper bound for this recognition problem and leave open the question of whether their coNP-hardness lower bound can be improved to match the upper bound (they actually state their upper bound as a pNP upper bound, but it obviously is even a P~P upper bound). Hemaspaandra and Rothe [HR97] settle this question by raising this problem's lower bound to P~P-hardness, thus establishing that the problem is complete for P~P.
We have mentioned the raising to P~P-hardness of a mlmber of known NP-hardness/coNPhardness lower bounds of some quite natural problems. In Section 4, we discuss the question of what raising lower bounds from NP-hardness to hardness for parallel access to NP actually tells us about the computational complexity of a given problem. That is, does P~P-hardness give any more insight into the inherent hardness of a problem than an NP-hardness lower bound? We will make the case that the Answer to this question depends on which computational model one views w most natural. We discuss this issue for the following computational paradigms: deterministic algorithm% probabilistic algorithms, small circuits, exact counting, unambiguous computation, and appro~rimate computation.
D e t e r m i n i n g the W i n n e r in Lewis Carroll's Election S y s t e m
Let us say that an election is specified by a list of candidates and a list of voters' preferences, where each voter must have strict preferences over the candidates. A candidate c is a Condoree~ u~nner of a given election if c defeats ("defeats" here means: is preferred by strictly more than half of the voters) each other candidate in pairwise majority-rule elections. This notion dates to research done in the 1700s by the Marquis de Condorcet ( [Con85] , see [Bla58] ). Not all elections have Condorcet winners. The famous Condorcet Paradox notes that when there are more than two candidates, pairwise majority-rule elections may yield strict cycles in the aggregate preference even if each voter has non-cyclic preferences.
As an example, suppose that three candidates, Clinton (C), Dole (D), and Perot (P), run for president, and there are exactly three voters and they have the following preferences: (D <~ C <: P) (voter 1), (C ~= P < D) (voter 2), and (P < D ~= C) (voter 3). Note that in a palrwise majority-rule election C would beat D, P would beat C, and D would beat P m a strict cycle. That is, though each of the voters is individually rational (i.e., has transitive preferences), the voters' aggregated preference ("society's preference") is irrational! Lewis Carroll developed an election system that respects the notion of a Condorcet winner, yet that will never create an irrational aggregate preference. Carroll's voting system ([Dod76] , see also [BTTS9,HHR97]) works as follows. Each candidate is assigned a score (that we will call his or her CarroU score), n~rnely, the rnlnirnllrn number of sequential exchanges of two adjacent candidates in the voters' preference orders needed to make the given candidate a Condorcet wln~er. In particular, any Condorcet winner (and if one exists, he or she is nnlque) has a Carroll score of 0.
As an example, consider the following electorate: (D < P < C) (voter 1), (D < C < P) (voter 2), (C <: D < P) (voter 3), and (C < P < D) (voter 4). Obviously, P's Carroll score is 0, since P is the Condorcet v~==er. C's Carroll score equals 3. It is at most 3, as C can be made a Condorcet wi=ner by, e.g., exchanging C upwards in the preferences of voter 2 (once) and voter 4 (twice), which yields the new preferences: (D < P < C~, (D < P < C), (C < D < P), and (P < D < C). Also, it is not hard to see that no two exchanges will make C a Condorcet winner. (By symmetry, D also has a Carroll score of 3.)
A candidate c ties-or-defeats a candidate d if the score old is not less than that ofc. A candidate c is said to win a Carroll election if c ties-or-defeats all other candidates. Of course, due to ties it is possible for two candidates (such as C and D in the above example) to tie-or-defeat each other. Thus, some elections may have more than one w~=ner. However, it is important to note that in Carroll elections no strict-preference cycles are possible, since each candidate is assigned an integer score. Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [BTT89] provided a lower bound--NP-hardness on the computational complexity of determi=ing the election winner(s) in Carroll's system, a problem we will call Carroll Winner. Formally, Caxro11 ginner is the problem of determining, given a set C' of candidates, a distinguished member c of C', and a list V of the voters' preference orders on C, whether c ties-or-defeats all other candidates in the election. Bartholdi The upper bound can easily be seen as foUows. First note that for a given candidate c and a given integer k, it can be decided in NP whether c's score is at most k [BTT89] (a problem we will call Cevrroll Score). Also, given an election as input, the n-tuber of candidates and the highest possible score for each candidate are both polynomially bounded in the input length. Hence, we can in parallel ask to an NP set all plausible Carroll scores for each of the given candidates and thus can compute the exact Carroll score for each candidate. After having done so, it is easy to decide whether or not the designated candidate c ties-or-defeats all other candidates in the election. This easy arg~lrnent establishes the upper bound.
Unfortunately, the proof of the lower bound is too long and complicated to be included here (interested readers are referred to [HHR97] ). A short, handwaving outline of the arg~lment's flavor follows.
The general proof strategy is as follows: In order to prove that Caxroll Winner is hard (P~Phard), Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Rothe build a broad set of polynomial-time algorithm~ for manipulating (in the common English-language sense, not the term-of-art political science sense) Carroll elections. In particular, they build algorithm.q that manipulate the parity of elections, that allow groups of elections to be "sllmmed" in such a way that the score of the s11rn equals the s1~m of the scores, and that allow elections to be merged in such a way as to preserve information yet avoid interference. Using these algorithms, Wagner's toolkit, and going through some intermediate problems and arg~Iments, the P~P lower bound is established.
Greed is Hard to Understand: Approximation and Maximum Independent Sets
The Mi,~im,,m Degree Greedy Algorithm (MDG) chooses some vertex of mi,~r,,,r, degree firom the input graph, adds this vertex to its output set, deletes all neighbors of this vertex, and repeats this procedure with the accordlng]y updated graph until an empty graph is left How well does MDG approximate a ma~im,m independent set of the given graph (i.e., a ma~ir-,,m-sized subset S of the vertices of the graph such that for no pair of vertices in S is there an edge connecting them)?
We denote the size of the ma~ir-,~r-independent sets of graph G by a(G). Let mdgCG ) denote the may~r-,,r-size of the output set of MDG on input G, where the ma~ir-,r-is taken over all the possible choices MDG has zr-ong the vertices of minim,m degree when there is more than one such vertex. Bodlaender, Thilikos, and Yama~aki [BTY97] define (for any fixed rational r _> 11 the class of graphs for which IVIDG, taking a best possible sequence of choices, approyimates the size of a ma~im~,m independent set within a constant factor of r, i.e., for which ,~CG)/r <_ mdg(G). They denote this recognition problem by S, and prove that for any rational r >_ 1, 8, is coNP-hard and is cont-i,~ed in P~P. They leave open the question of whether the lower and/or the upper bound can be improved. For the special case of r = 1, they show that 81 even is DP-hard, where DP [PY84] denotes the class of sets that can be represented as the difference of two NP sets (DP clearly cont~i~ both NP and coNP and is equal to neither NP nor coNP ,mless the polynomial hierarchy col/apses [Kad88]), again leaving open the issue of whether this lower bound can be raised. settle these questions by establishi,~g the exact computational complexity of recognizing all these graph classes: For each rational r >__ 1, ~qr is P~P-complete. The upper bound is implicit in the proof of [BTY97, Lemma 6] . Namely~ to determl-e whether a given graph with n vertices does not belong to ~qr~ it is su~cient to ask whether for some k, 1 _< k _< n, it holds that (i) ¢~(G) >_ k, and (ii) for no possible sequence of choices does ]VIDG on input G output a set of size at least k/r, i.e., mdg(G) < k/r. Note that all these queries are NP-type or coNP-type queries, and can be resolved via parallel access to the NP-complete set SAT (using the standard complementation-of-the--nAwer trick for the coNP-type questions). This algorithm places the complement of 8r, and thus 8, itself, into P~P.
For the lower bound, we will here describe only one special case: the proof that ~I in fact is P~P-hard, which improves upon the previously known DP lower bound. This special case of the reduction is short enough to fit into a footnote, s Interested readers are referred to [HR97] for the more complicated proof of the general case, i.e., the proof for arbitrary rationals r >_ 1.
aWe reduce the problem MIS= to $I, where HIS= is defined to be the set of all pairs (G,H) of graphs G and H Such that -,(G) --a(H). By Wagner's work ~Vag87] (see also [HR97]), MIS= is P~[P=complete. So let a pair of graphs, (G, H), be given. It is easy to see that without, loss of generality we can assume that G and H have the same number, k, of edges. Now we use the construction of ~TY97, Theorem 4] to transform G and H into two new graphs G' and H' such that: (i) G' and H' both are in 81, (ii) ,~(G') = ,,(G) + k, and (iii) ,~(H') = a(H) + k. Let l be some integer larger th~n the laxger of the number of vertices in G' and the number of vertices in H'. The actual construction is as follows. Take two copies of O', two copies of H', and two copies of a set consisting of I isolated new vertices, and connect these six subgraphs as shown in Figure 1 , where a "x" between two subgraphs denotes their Cartesian product, i.e., any two vertices u and ~ (where u is from the one subgraph and v is from the other) are joined by an edge. 
Final Remarks: Lower Bounds and Differing Forms of Computation
In this final section, we win be dealing with the question: What impact does raising some problem FOO's lower bound from NP-hardness to P~P-hardness actually have regarding the problem's potential solvability via other models of computation (as captured by their respective complexity classes). By the definition of hardness, this can be formally phrased as follows: If C is some complezity class, is it currentlzl known to hold that NP C_ C if and only if P~P C_ C? An affirmative answer means that the raised lower bound is worthless with regard to C. A negative answer, however, implies that the raised lower bound may have some value in the model captured by C (on the other hand, it might just be the case that NP C_ C -' ,.-P~P C_ C truly holds and researchers have simply to date failed to establish that it holds). That is, if the implication NP _C C ~ P~P c_ C is not currently known to hold, then in light of the problem FOO's new P~P lower bound, placing FO0 into C gives us a potentially stronger conclusion than what was previously known: P~P C__ C instead of merely NP C_ C. In other words, we may take "FO0 is P~P-hard" to be potentially stronger evidence that FO0 cannot be solved by the computational power modeled by C (i.e., that FO0 ~ C) than was available from the fact that "FO0 is NP-hard." (The converse implication, P~P C_ C =~ NP C_ C, is trivial and so needs no discussion.)
We mention, however, that independent of the "connections to other computational models" issues discussed in this section, raising from NP-hardness to P~P-hardness the lower bounds of such natural and longstanding problems as those we have discussed is a genuine improvement in terms of placement within the polynomial hierarchy (nnless the polynomial hierarchy itself collapses).
In light of the above discussion, we now discuss for various computational models (as captured by their complexity classes C) whether: NP C_ C -' :-P~P C_ C.
Deterministic Polynomial Time (P).
The class P is so low in power that from its viewpoint, it does not matter at all whether a certain problem has a P~P lower bound or just an NP lower bound, since clearly NP = P ff and only if P~P ----P. Of course, thi.q fact has been well-known since the seminal paper of Meyer and Stockmeyer [MS72] , where P = NP .' '.. P = PH is explicitly noted.
Probabilistic Polynomial Time with unbounded and bounded two-sided error (PP and BPP). PP [Sim75,Gi177] (respectively, BPP [GiJ77]) is defined to be the class of languages L for which there exists a probabilistic polynondal-time Turing m~hlne M such that, for all inputs z, if z E L then M accepts its input z with probability >_ 1/2 (respectively, _> 3/4), and if z ~ L then .~f accepts its input z with probability < 1/2 (respectively, _< 1/4). Clearly, BPP _C PP and NPUcoNP _ P~P. It is known that P~P C_ PP ~BHW91]. This latter inclusion immediately implies that NP C_ PP if and only if P~P C_ PP, since both are outright true. BPP and NP probably are incomparable. However, since BPP is closed under Turing reductions, we easily have: NP C_ BPP if and only if P~P _C BPP. ° Thus, raising a set's lower bound f~om NP-harctuess to P~P-hardness does not in and of itself give one any heightened level of evidence that the problem is not in BPP or is not in PP.
Randomized Polynomial Time with one-sided and zero-sided error (R and ZPP). R [Gi177] is defined to be the class of languages L for which there exists a probabilistic polynomialtime Turing m~h~ne M such that, for all inputs z, if z E L then ~r accepts its input z with probability at least 1/2, and if z ~ L then M accepts its input z with probability 0. Clearly, P C_ 1t C_ NP and 11 C BPP. Like NP, the class 11 is not known to be closed under Turing reductions or even under eomplementation--R and coR perhaps differ. ZPP [Gi177] equals the class of lauguages that can be solved in expected polynomial time, and it is known that ZPP = 11N coR. Since ZPP (like BPP) is closed under Turing reductions, the above comment about BPP applies analogously to ZPP: NP = ZPP if and only if P~P = ZPP. Thus, raising a set's lower bound from NP-hardness to P~P-hardness does not in and of itself give one any heightened level of evidence that the problem is not in ZPP.
In contrast, it is not known whether NP = R implies P~P = 11. (The best result known in this direction is that NP = 11 implies p~l~ C_ BPP, due to the fact that BPP is closed under Turing reductions and 11 _C BPP.) Thus, raising a set's lower bound from NP-hardness to P~P-hardness potentially provides a heightened level of evidence that the problem is not in R. (Of course, if one believes as an article of faith that R ~ NP then this heightening claim is not applicable, as in that case one cannot believe that even one NP-hard set might be in R.)
Exact Counting (C-_P). C-__P [Sim75,Wag86] is the class of sets L such that there is a polynomial-time function f and a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine N such that, for each z, z E L if and only if N on input z has exactly f(z) accepting paths. It is well-known that coNP _C C-_P ___ PP [Sim75,Wag86]. Like 11, C-_P is neither known to be closed under Turing reductions nor known to be closed under complementation. We claim that NP C C-_P =~ P~P _C C-__P nonetheless holds. We will prove this using other closure properties that C-_P is known to possess. 
Proof:
Ass,,ming NP _C C-__P and reca]llng coNP C_ C-_P, we have that DP (see Section 3) is contained in C-__P, since each DP set is the intersection of an NP set and a coNP set, and Gundermann, Nasser, and Wechsung [GNW90] have shown that C-_P is closed under intersection.
Bit is even known that NP C_ BPP if and only if the entire polynomial hierarchy is contained in BPP [ZH86] .
Since C--_P is known ([GNW90] , see the discussion in [Pwt93] and [BCO93] ) to also be closed under disjunctive truth-table reductions ~LLS75] and since the disjunctive truth-table closure of DP is equal to p~l~ it follows that P~P C_ C--_P. Regarding the claim we just made that {L[ (3A DP)[L -~tt A]} = P~P, or eqnivalently, using "R" notation, B.~t(Dp) NP = PII '
we c]alm that thi. is implicit and immediate fTom the fact that a certain set known as PARITY sAT that Buss and Hay [BH91] proved P~P-complete is clearly in R~u(DP ). | UnAmbiguous Polynomial Time (UP). UP ~Val76] is the class of those NP sets that are accepted via some NP mac h;ne that, on each input, has at most one accepting path. Clearly, P C_ UP C_ NP. Like R and C-_P, UP is not known to be closed under Turing reductions (or even under complementation). Unlike C-__P, however, UP (though clearly closed under intersection) is not known to possess any other useful closure properties that might be exploited instead. Thus, it is an open question whether NP = UP implies P~P -----UP. This leaves open the possibility that raising NP lower bounds to P~P-hardness is an improvement in terms of giving evidence that a given problem is not in UP. (Of course, if one believes as an article of faith that UP ~ NP then this heightening claim is not applicable, as in that case one cannot believe that even one NP-hard set might be in UP.) Small circuits (P/poly) and Approximation Models (P-close And APT). P/poly denotes the class of all sets that can be decided by polynomial-size circuits. By a result of Meyer (reported in [BH77] ), a set A is in P/poly if and only irA E P$ for some sparse set~q. I° Thus, P/poly is clearly closed under Taring reductions, which gives: NP C_ P/poly if and only if P~P C_ P/poly.
A set A is P-close [Sch86] if there is a P set B such that the symmetric d~@erence of A and B is a sparse set. That is, each P-close set in a sense is "approximated" by a P set. However, Sch~ning [Sch86] proved that if every NP set is P-close, then NP = P, which in turn impIies that every P~P set is P-close. Thus, we have: NP C_ P-close if and only if P~P C_ P-close. An interesting special case of P-closeness is provided by the class APT (~]most polynomial time) [MP79] . APT is the class of sets having deterministic algorithm-that run in polynomial time for all inputs except those in a sparse set. Since every APT set is P-dose, the above result of Sch~ning easily gives: NP C_ APT if and only if PImP _c APT.
Stepping back to s-mmarize the contents of this section and this article: A nnmber of recent results improve fTom NP-hardness (or coNP-hardness) to P~P-hardness the lower bounds on longstand;ug, natural open problem.q. In fact, two of these natural problem~ are complete for NP P[[ , lending credibility to the natura]ness of the class P~P. However, as a cautionary note, we pointed out that many other computational modes are so sharply orthogonal to complexity as measured in the polynomial hierarchy that raising lower bounds in the polynomial hierarchy does not speak directly to raising complexity in these other computational modes.
